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Abstract—Modern recommender systems target the satisfaction of the end user through the personalization techniques
that collects the history of the user’s navigation. But the sole
dependency on user profile based on navigation alone cannot promise the quality of recommendations because of the
lack of semantics of various aspect such as demographics of
the user, time of usage, concept of need etc in the processing.
Though the literature provides many techniques to conceptualize the process makes high computational complexity
because of the content data considered as input information.
In this paper a hybrid recommender framework is developed that considers Meta data based conceptual semantics
and the temporal patterns on top of the history of the usage.
This framework also includes an online process that identifies the conceptual drift of the usage dynamically. The experimental results shown the effectiveness of the proposed
framework when compared to the existing modern recommenders also indicate that the proposed model can resolve a
cold start problem yet accurate suggestions reducing computational complexity.
Index Terms—Concept drift, Domain ontology, Recommender, Sequential patterns, temporal semantics.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Now a day, recommender system became an important
part in all web services and playing a key role of all ecommerce sites such as flipkart, Amazon, Snapdeal etc.
Recommender Systems expanded their scope for many
topics such as tourism [5], movies [1], songs [3], web
search [6], books [2], jokes [4] etc. Content based recommenders and collaborative filtering recommenders are the
two major approaches in recommending web pages having their own merits and demerits. However, hybrid recommenders could able to grab the optimal by minimizing
the disadvantages of these approaches by combining the
features from both the kinds. Generally the quality of
recommenders is measured by the user’s response towards
the recommendation such as the time spending on a suggested web page, buying the product recommended,
watching the recommended video etc. Traditional approaches of recommender systems suffer from the issues
such as cold start and data sparsity. Data sparsity in ratings of the products considerably affects the quality of
recommendations, for example, in an e-commerce website
the user will not get recommendations of a product either
if that user does not have history about that product or if
the product did not have support of enough number of
accesses. Cold start problem occurs when trying to sug-
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gest the new user who does not have much access log so
far. These issues arise with lack of semantics and conceptualization in recommendation process. The incorporation
of semantics into the recommender process needs the
construction of knowledge from the domain of the corresponding web application. The input source of the these
semantics in many recommenders is the content of the
web pages treated as domain leads to the high computational complexity of the web service. An alternative is
much needed to ensure the quality of recommendations
and also leads to the light weight application with respect
to the complexity.
In this paper a novel hybrid recommender framework is
proposed by combining content based and collaborative
filtering techniques using conceptualization and also incorporates the temporal semantics in order to achieve the
qualitative recommendations. The following questions are
answered through this framework; first one is how to
construct domain ontology by making use of the meta data
of the web domain and incorporate into web usage mining
as a light weight application, second one is how to find the
temporal constructs in the web log and how to map them
to the concepts of the domain, third one is how to handle
the dynamics in the concept of the user’s navigation. Experimental results clearly shown the improvement in the
performance of the proposed framework and also proved
the importance of analyzing the interest drift of the user
when predicting recommendations in the temporal scale.
The rest of the paper is organized as some related work
is presented then the architecture of the proposed hybrid
recommender model is explained and there after results
and analysis shows the experimentation part and finally
conclusion and references are given.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section some of the existing methodologies presented which are grouped as history based that considers
only web log and ontology based that considers the user’s
context knowledge as input information. The history–
based methods focus on predicting the user intentions by
analyzing sequential patterns from the user’s action history information. In [13], Liang analyzed the user behavior
and interest towards the web page based on the time spent
on that page with respect to a threshold. This strategy
might remove the user preferred page if it is accessed
short time because of lack of semantics. In [14, 10], the
association rules among the sequences of web page navigations were defined known as sequential patterns. The
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transitions among the web pages in a user session are
modeled using tree structures, and in those models, Pre
order linked WAP tree mining [15] algorithm performs
better than other sequence learning models.
Ontology based methods finds the behavior patterns integrating the knowledge base of the user or products in
addition to the usage data. Georges Gardarin proposed a
SEWISE system [16], which extracts the domain specific
information from the contents of the web site and generates domain specific ontology. It integrates the wrapper
and text mining technology on the web pages and the
resulting knowledge is stored in XML database. Also in
[17], a recommender system that uses both content and
usage knowledge was explained, which is the knowledge
of the current user and the user’s interests. Quickstep is
the recommender of online academic research articles
domain uses the research paper topic ontology [18]. However these ontology based approaches were limited to
content based recommendations and also has a drawback
of computing consumption in ontology construction.
Collaborative filtering in recommender system tries to
find the neighbors of similar users or items in history by
using typical traditional clustering techniques. Also in
literature, there were several approaches like [8, 9, 11]
used for collaborative filtering through clustering. In Bian
and Holtzman [7] and Kwon and Kim [12], collaborative
filtering friend recommendation systems were proposed
based on social and physical contexts, for which, the procedure of extracting these contexts information is not
explained. However these systems are lack of temporal
semantics which are essential in social networks to share
interests. Hybrid recommenders integrate different strategies to compensate the limitations of individual methodol-

ogies. These hybrid approaches defined with different
strategies in [19] such as switching [21], weighting [20],
feature augmentation [22] etc. Weighting strategy gives
ranking to the contributed methods; switching strategy
selects the method based on the confidence of the approach, feature augmentation make use of the features
provided about items by each participated recommender.
However the mentioned recommenders are different
from our work which exploit and analyze not only the
context of similar interests but also the similar temporal
behavior for individual domain in personalized space
considering the dynamics with concept drift.
III.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section the proposed hybrid recommender
framework with temporal and conceptual constructs are
explained as shown in figure 1. The domain ontology
constructed from the web domain considering the Meta
data of the web pages and the initial raw input for the
model is the web usage log that contains details such as
session id, web page title, URL, starting and ending time
of the page access etc. Then the log will undergo with
preprocessing so that the records give information suitable
for the analysis such as removing irrelevant fields and
records etc. Further step process the log to derive and add
some semantics such as time duration accessed on a page
and time spent on a concept etc results the conceptual and
temporal data of a user. There after the mining algorithm
on the context table provides the patterns of the user
which will be used in content based and collaborative
filtering strategies and finally hybrid approach combines
the suggestions from both ways.

Figure 1. Architecture of proposed hybrid recommender model
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A. Domain Ontology Construction
In the proposed system ontology is built for a web domain that targets personalizing the user’s navigation with
the concepts extracted from the web pages. The ontology
constructed that represents domain knowledge of web
documents proposed by Liang [26, 13] is such an example
to built. The system needs domain ontology to cluster the
web pages in the domain as such in categorization. The
similarity among items or web pages has to be measured
through their concepts derived from the ontology generated. However ontology construction from the content of the
web is reasonable if an offline process is chosen in the
application sacrificing the scalability, dynamics and
maintenance of the ontology. In order to make the process
light weight in terms of computational complexity the
proposed model uses the title of the page and the tags
provided for a web page are used as sources to derive
concepts to generate ontology. Generally the tags and title
of the web page contains key terms that represent the
content of the page. The idea is to define the concepts
from these key terms and their combinations depending on
the number of occurrences. This task can be accomplished
by following steps that involve a defining concepts and
relationships among concepts.
Input: T-Set of titles of web pages {T1, T2…Tn}
Output: C-Set of Concepts {C1, C2…Cm}
Start.
Initialize word set W!{!}
For each Ti " T where i is 1 to n
Apply stop word removal technique.
Split as g individual words where g #1
For each {wj | j=1 to g}
W ! W $ wj
End for
End for
Apply association analysis on W
Apply support threshold on Word sets.
Add all frequent word sets as concept Ck to C.
Return C.
Stop.
B. Semantic Preprocessing
The web usage log has to be preprocessed so that the irrelevant attributes such as protocol name, browser name
are removed and constructs the needed attributes such as
concept of the web page title, calculating the duration of
the time spent on that particular web page. The proposed
framework applies data reduction technique to remove
irrelevant attributes from the web log and also applies data
extraction so that the records about the current user from
the log will be retrieved. There after Web log gets annotated with the semantics for each URL with a set of the
entities from the domain ontology which is part task in
profiling the user. Web usage logs will be semantically
enriched by associating each requested URL with one or
more ontological entities such as concepts, relations, and
attributes to better describe the web navigation. Following
steps explains the semantic processing of the log.
Input: Web Server Log having record set R= {r1,r2…rtot}
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Output: semantic log with result set RS = {RS1,
RS2…RSn}
Process:
Start.
For each record ri in the log
Check if the record belongs to set Uj then
Add to the set RS: RS!RS $ ri
End for
For each record ri in RS
Parse the ontology O with the title and tags of the
page in the record.
Annotate with the concept matched in ontology O.
End for
Stop.
C. Temporal Preprocessing
Temporal processing is making calculation of the duration of time spent on each page by a particular user in
order to identify the interests of the user w.r.t. time towards a web page. The preprocessing step provides set of
log records related to a user with their time stamps and
semantic concepts. Now in order to retrieve temporal
semantics about concepts the log records {r1, r2…rn} of a
web session WS in a sequence have to be processed with
their timestamps {t1, t2…tn}. The timestamps in date-time
format are applied to transformation to the scale of [0, 24]
as shown in the table 1. Further the transformed time values are used to find the time spent TS on a concept C. The
time spent on each web page is calculated by the difference between transformed times of the current page (ti)
and the consecutive page (ti+1). Then the topic name for
each record is derived by accessing the ontology so that
each web page is represented with a concept that suits
exactly. This information is further used to find the user’s
context table about time periods and concepts.
TABLE I.
TYPE SIZES FOR RANGE TRANSFORMED TIMESTAMP
IP
address

Time Stamp

Transformed Time
(T)
[0,24]

Time spent
(TS)
[1,n]

1.2.3.4

01.09.16 am

01.15

1

1.2.3.4

01.09.40 am

01.16

2

1.2.3.4

01.10.55 am

01.18

1

1.2.3.4

01.11.29 am

01.19

1

D. Context table Construction
The context table can be derived by aggregating the
time spent of a particular concept Ci and particular time
period TPi. Here for instance three time periods are considered as “TP1 (Morning: 07 am – 03 pm)”, “TP2 (Evening: 03 pm – 09 pm)” and “TP3 (Night: 09 pm – 07 am)”
and also three context attributes “C1 (Search Engine)”, “C2
(Games)” and “C3 (Paid Games)” are considered in constructing the table. The aggregation of time spent is converted to the weightage of the user towards that concept or
time period in the range of [0, 1].
The total time spent on a concept Ci in a Session WSk
can be found by the sum of time spent of the pages in that
session which belongs to Ci.
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The aggregation must also be applied for the predefined
time periods TP1, TP2 … TPn as such morning, afternoon,
evening or night etc., depending on the predefined time
range.
!" !"! ! !"! !

!
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Thereafter with the aggregated time spent of each concept(C) and time period (TP) of a user in each session
(WS) the weightage (W) given by the user in that session
have to be found. This weightage can resemble the user’s
interest towards a concept or in a time period in that session.
!" !"! ! !!
! !"! ! !! ! !
!!! !"!!! !

!" !"! ! !"!
!
!!! !"!!! !
Where ‘n’ is the number of records in a web session
WS. So as to apply aggregation in such a way the total
time spent on each concept in each time period is found
and tabulated as in table II. This contextual table is used
for pattern mining in the proposed model that aggregates
all the sessions for the participated contexts.

! !"! ! !"! !

TABLE II.
CONTEXT TABLE OF A USER FOR FIVE WEB SESSIONS
Web Session Id
WS1
WS2
WS3
WS4
WS5

TP1
0
0
0.89
0.73
0

TP2
0
0.49
0.11
.27
0

TP3
1
0.40
0
0
1

C1
0.11
0.09
0
0
0.10

C2
0.81
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.05

C3
0.04
0.63
0.65
0.58
0.85

E. Pattern Extraction
The proposed algorithm finds the association of concepts in sequence for each time period. This process uses
the support and confidence measures which were redefined for the current information constructs. The algorithm
returns set of patterns in the order of priority predicted for
a particular user based on the context table as shown in the
following algorithm.
Input: TP, C, context table, processed usage log.
Output: patterns in the set P.
Process:
Initialize
G1 ! {TP1,TP2…TPn,C1,C2…Cm};
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P!{!};
For all ! !"! !
g.s ! support (g) //Calculate support of all contexts
If g.s< " then// " is the minimum support threshold
G1! G1 -{g};// if any context is less than "
remove from G
End if
End for
// construct next level combination Gk+1 where k#1
next:
For all ! !"! ! !!�!!!!!!!"!
M!{g}; //selects each time period
For all ! !"! ! !"#!!"# !// selects each concept
context combination for time period.
M! M $ {u}
If M.s # " then
//checks the combination of TPi and Cj satisfying with
minimum support threshold.
Gk+1!Gk+1 $ M;
End if
End for
M!{!};
End for
If Gk+1 % {!} then
k=k+1;
Goto next;
End if
//extracts all patterns satisfying confidence measure.
For all Gi where 1&i&k
For all !! !!!"! !
g.c! confidence(g);
If g.c # ' then//where ' is the minimum confidence threshold
P! P $ {g};
End if
End for
End for
This pattern mining algorithm makes use of support and
confidence measures represented as ‘g.s’ and ‘g.c’ respectively for ‘g’ which is the sequence of temporal and concept contexts. The support measure for the combination of
the Time Period TPi and Concept Cj is defined as
!
!!! !"! !!! !!! !!!
!"##$%& !"! ! !! ! !
!
Where {ws1,ws2 … wsv} is the set of sessions participated by the user. The confidence measure for the combination of the Time Period TPi and Concept Cj is defined as
!"##$%& !"! ! !!
!"#$%&'#!' !"! ! !! ! ! !
!!! !"##$%& !"! ! !!
!
!!! !"! !!! !!! !!!
! !
!
!!! !!! !"! !!! !!! !!!
Here ‘m’ represents the number of concepts accessed
by the user in all the participated sessions of the log. For
instance pattern table of one of the user in the data set is
shown in table III which also summarizes the support and
confidence values of each pattern.
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TABLE III.
USAGE PATTERNS OF A USER
Pattern

Support

Confidence

[TP3, C3]

0.23

0.49

[TP1, C3]

0.20

0.62

[TP3, C2]

0.19

0.4

[TP1, C2]

0.12

0.38

[TP2, C3]

0.11

0.61

Now these identified patterns acts as usage profile of
the user in the descending order of the confidence measure. That is these usage patterns will be the basic source
of input for making recommendations with any approach.
F. Pattern ExtractionContent Based Recommender
Strategy
The content based recommender strategy makes use of
the user’s patterns (Pu) derived from the base of domain
knowledge. Following steps defines the strategy of the
content based recommender approach.
• Upon the login of the user the recommender has to
identify the time period (TPu) of the user by making
use of the timestamp of the session.
• The pattern set (Pu) of the user matching with the
current time period TPu.
• The retrieved patterns have to be arranged in the descending order of the confidence and return the list.
This strategy suggests pages from the retrieved concept
sequence of the user if it is purely a content based recommender. For instance, if the user logged in at 8:10PM then
the time period of the user falls in TP3. Then according to
the example pattern set the concepts C3 then C2 will be the
identified by the recommender strategy. User will be recommended some initial portion of the recommendations
from C3 and later from C2. This clearly proves the strategy
is ensuring the diversity in suggestions by providing the
recommendations from different concepts.
G. Collaborative Filtering
The access patterns of the user are applied for CF technique that gives the neighborhood of the user that is similar users. The attributes that participates in CF are the
temporal and conceptual contexts that are identified as
user profile. Here in this proposed model kNN (k-nearest
neighbors) technique is used to find the neighborhood of
the user which can be vulnerable for the sparsity of the
data being used, where k is predefined. The similarity
measure to find the similarity between two users’ ui and uj
is defined as match ratio (MR) which depends on the
access sequences of the user.
!" !! ! !!
!! ! !! !!! ! !! ! !!�!!!! ! ! ! !!" !!�!!!! ! !!" !
!
! !"# !!" ! !!"
!!!

The inputs for the collaborative filtering are U = {u1, u2
… un}, denoting set of n users, P = {p1, p2…pk}, denoting
set of patterns representing the combination of TP and C,
Pui ={p1,p2…pm} representing the pattern set of user ui.
Steps for the neighbor selection based on semantic usage
patterns.
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Step 1: Construct U % P similarity matrix for the access
patterns.
For each ui in U where 1&i&n
For each uj in U where i< j&n
Calculate similarity of ui and uj i.e.,
MR(ui, uj)
MR(uj, ui)!MR(ui, uj)
End For
End For
Step 2: Apply K-NN clustering technique for the active
user u.
Extract k users having highest similarity MR.
Step 3: Aggregate the ratings from all the neighbors.
The output of the algorithm gives k neighbors and their
matched access patterns. From this pattern the ratings are
aggregated and the recommendations will be populated.
H. Collaborative Filtering Recommender strategy
Here the input information is the set of k users who are
neighbors according to derived patterns. The following
steps will recommend the web pages according to the
collaborative filtering.
• Upon the login of the user the recommender has to
identify the time period (TPu) of the user by making
use of the timestamp of the session.
• The pattern set (P) containing patterns matching with
TPu from all the neighbors has to be retrieved.
• Arrange the concepts in descending order from the
retrieved patterns according to the frequency of the
occurrences of concepts in the patterns.
• Return the set of concepts in sequence to e recommended.
This strategy suggests pages from the retrieved concept
sequence of the user if it is purely a collaborative filtering
recommender. For example if the logs at 8:10PM for
which the time period falls in TP3. If there were 4 neighbors out of which C3 occurred 5 times and C2 occurred 3
times and C1 occurred 2 times then the recommendations
will be from the concept sequence C3, C2 and C1. However the proposed model will take this sequence and hybrids with content based recommender.
I. Hybrid Recommender Strategy
As the both approaches list the concept sequences from
their side now hybrid recommendation has to combine
those sequences and have to recommend pages to the user.
Here in the proposed model the weighted average is the
strategy used to combine the concept sequences. For example, If the user logs at 8:10PM where time period TP
falls in TP3 then the average rating of the concepts will be
in the C3, C2, C1.
• Identify the Time Period of the user TPu with the
timestamp of log in of the user.
• Combine the concept sequences from CB and CF approaches according to the weightage of the recommenders.
• Arrange the concepts in the descending order according to the weightage derived in all the patterns.
• Recommend the web pages or items according to the
concept sequence arranged.
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Thus the proposed hybrid recommender will recommend pages according to the concept sequence.
IV. ONLINE CONCEPT DRIFT IDENTIFICATION
The recommendation engine is more affective if the
process also involves the online information provided by
the user. This particular task can limit the disadvantages of
the offline recommenders and leads to more satisfaction of
the user. As the previous offline part of RS already identified user profile with patterns, it search for the pattern that
matches the Time period and consequently returns the set
of concepts with highest confidence. On the other hand
CF technique returns the similar patterns from the neighbors. The recommender will aggregate the identified set of
concepts from user’s profile and as well CF. However if
the user is with other concepts or in the middle of the
sequence found then the offline process cannot be succeeded. For instance the user is logged and accessing C2
and the concept sequence proposed by the proposed model
suggests C3 would not possibly affective for the user’s
satisfaction. In order to handle this concept interest drift
by the user the proposed model also applies online methodology as shown in figure 2. If the proposed hybrid recommender is treated as layered process then the process
can be divided into three layers. First layer is about the
construction of domain knowledge by making use of
metadata. Second layer is finding sequential access patterns from the usage log using the domain knowledge.
These two layers are the offline processes involved without intervening the user’s current session. Finally the third
layer is an online process that handles the current session
data of the user. The initial task of this layer is to identify
the current active user pattern which can be identified by
the current session log that gives the time period of the
session. The primary task thereafter is to identify the concept of the session and identification of the pattern sequence matching that concept.
Afterwards the web pages from the mentioned concepts
will be listed and suggested however the number of recommendations is according the application’s requirement.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed model used different datasets to analyze
the performance out of which some were benchmark da-

tasets and one is raw log dataset. One of the benchmark
dataset used in this analysis is from Last.fm database
(extracted from “http://www.dtic.upf.edu/~ocelma/Music
RecommendationDataset/lastfm-360K.html”) that has the
log of music tracks listened by individual users together
with a time stamp. The dataset contains the records of 990
users with 19,150k records. The log then preprocessed
with the earlier said and aggregated on the temporal constructs that are predefined. Here the time constructs are
pre defined as three splits known as three time periods
Morning (00:00-11:59), Afternoon (12:00-17:59), Night
(18:00- 23:59).
Another benchmark dataset used is Movie lens dataset
provided by www.grouplens.org in different variants w.r.t.
number of ratings and number of users. The dataset is
collected by group lens research project team at university
of Minnesota. One variant used is Movielens100k data set
that consists of 1,00,000 ratings by 943 users for 1682
items scaling from 1 to 5 where 1 represent low negative
and 5 represents high positive opinion of the user. The
statistics of the movie lens data set is shown in table V.
TABLE IV.
STATISTICS OF MOVIE LENS 100K DATA SET
Maximum Ratings per item 583
Minimum Ratings per item 1
Average Ratings per item

59.453

Maximum Ratings per user 737
Minimum Ratings per user 20
Average Ratings per user

106.045

Sparsity

0.063

Frequency of rating value

1(6110), 2(11370), 3(27145), 4(34174),
5(21201)

TABLE V.
NUMBER OF USERS IN EACH CONTEXT
Time Period

Number of Users

Number of records

TP1(Morning)

182

130519

TP2(Afternoon)

184

79231

TP3(Night)

187

98387

Figure 2. Layered Architecture of the Proposed Recommender system
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For the evaluation two evaluation metrics called Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) are used because these can measure the quality of
recommendation accurately. RMSE gives the deviation
between actual and predicted ratings and MAE gives the
difference between actual and predicted ratings. The less
RMSE and MAE represent high quality for recommendations and if the actual ratings are {ar1,ar2…arn} and predicted ratings are {pr1,pr2…prn} then MAE and RMSE are
defined as
!
!!!

!"! ! !"! !
!
!
!"
! ! !"!
!!!
!"# !
!
The results are analyzed by comparing the performance
of the proposed model with the popular existing model
named PLWAP-Mine [15] SVD++ [23], CBF [24], slope
one predictor [25]. PLWAP-Mine is the technique that
uses sequential patters on the usage data with tree representation. SVD++ is the single value decomposition strategy for collaborative filtering approach and Content Based
Filtering is a popular approach that does not use any
knowledge apart from navigation data. Slope one predictor predicts the rating by using baseline of CF technique
which computes the average difference between users
rated items. Table 6 shows the values of the MAE and
RMSE measures for the comparative analysis of the proposed recommender model.
!"#$ !

TABLE VI.
MAE AND RMSE VALUES OF THE PLWAP AND PROPOSED METHODS
SNo
1
2
3
4

Method

Last.fm data set

PLWAP-mine
SVD++
CBF
Slope
one
predictor
Proposed
model

5

MAE
0.7988
0.7135
0.7741

RMSE
0.8275
0.9065
0.7694

0.7225

0.9143

0.7103

0.7652

Movielens100k data
set
MAE
RMSE
0.8003 0.8452
0.72
0.919
0.7433 0.8127
0.738
0.938
0.7103

0.7652

As shown in figure 3 it is observable that the proposed
method gives lowest errors when compared to the existing
methods. The performance of CBF is near by the proposed
system because CBF is using the ontology with user’s log
and able to handle cold items problem because of using
the concept of the item instead of the name of the item.

1

1

2

3

4

the user by means of predicting user’s preference on top
of domain ontology.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper a hybrid recommender model is proposed
which is the combination of content based technique and
collaborative filtering. The content based part considers
the conceptual and temporal contexts of the user access,
for which the preprocessing is applied on the log using
domain knowledge and then the access patterns are extracted. In addition collaborative filtering applied on user
profile that identifies the users with similar temporal and
conceptual contexts in their access. The recommender
strategy aggregates the ratings from both techniques and
suggests the items or pages accordingly. The experiments
conducted on benchmark datasets shown the significance
of the proposed model in improving the satisfaction of the
user towards recommendations.
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